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Cold shoulder definition: If one person gives another the cold
shoulder, they behave towards them in an unfriendly | Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and.
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Cold shoulder definition is - intentionally cold or
unsympathetic treatment. How to use cold shoulder in a
sentence.
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11 synonyms of cold-shoulder from the Merriam-Webster
Thesaurus, plus 23 related words, definitions, and antonyms.
Find another word for cold-shoulder.
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The cold shoulder is an idiom that dates back several hundred
years, and is most often seen in the phrase give someone the
cold shoulder. An idiom is a word.
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Likewise, in a slightly later work of Scott's - St. A person
is in a bad mood and doesn't feel like talking to .
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timeless and trans-seasonal wardrobe staple, this sexy bare
shoulder top is light and comfortable but also highly
versatile. Shop By Figure.
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